Ad Sync Overview
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Ad Sync provides a synchronised second screen experience for broadcast
advertisers during ITV’s biggest live shows.

Introduction

Making the most out of Ad Sync

Ad Sync provides an integrated, interactive and synchronised
dual-screen advertising experience which taps into the
evolving consumer behaviour of “multi-screening”. Users
on the play-along games for our live shows are presented with
a rich-media takeover when the broadcast ad break commences.
This can be used independently or as a companion to broadcast
spots - enabling broadcast advertisers to create an engaging,
interactive and synchronised experience on the second screen.

Ad Sync lends itself to various commercial
opportunities including:

Extra content/videos
Featured/similar products
(e.g. “get the look”)
Games and engagement

The standard Ad Sync format comprises four static panels that
the user can navigate between by swiping. Each panel can drive
the viewer to more content by allowing them to click through to
a URL.

Special offers
Competitions

If an advertiser wants something more bespoke, the Ad Sync
framework also allows for customised creatives that involve
much deeper interaction within the ad unit itself (for example
mini-games).
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Tracking and reporting

Development timeline

ITV will report the following post-campaign:
1.

Impacts

T-minus 16 working days	Agree broadcast schedule with
ITV trading team

2.

Click-through rate

T-minus 15 working days

3.

Total panel views
T-minus 12 working days	Designs sent to client
for feedback

 Total number of panels displayed
4.

Assets delivered to ITV

Active engagement

T-minus 10 working days

 The percentage of panel views that were actively viewed
i.e. that involved the user manually clicking or swiping to
explore the ad

Feedback provided to ITV

T-minus 8 working days	Final designs sent to client for sign-off

What you need to provide
»»

A preview or description of the broadcast ad (if applicable)

»»

A short description of what you want the second

T-minus 7 working days	Client sign-off designs,
development starts
T-minus 3 working days	Ad Ops integration and test

screen takeover to be about (e.g. goals of the wider
ad campaign)
»»

Images, text, colours and/or themes to be used
throughout the panels and surrounding template

»»

An idea of what each panel will do:
•

In the case of links please provide the URL

•

In the case of images or copy, please provide

For more information on this format or any of
our other ad formats please contact us at
multiplatformsolutions@itv.com

these assets
»»

Brand guidelines

In the case where you cannot provide any of the above please
provide links to any available assets you have that can be taken
from your website.

Key Stats
In research carried out by ITV in 2012 it was found that
Ad Sync provided:
»»

38.06% average active engagement

»»

8.75% average click-through rate

»»

Brand investigation up from 35% to 49%

»»

Brand consideration up from 21% to 40%

»»

Purchase intent up from 68% to 84%

Further details can be found in the Ad Sync Trial Report.
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